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We study the three Ds quantum channels J P = 0+ , 1+ and 2+ where experiments have identified
the charm-strange states D∗s0 (2317), Ds1 (2460), Ds1 (2536) near the DK and D∗ K thresholds, and
D∗s2 (2573). We consider correlation functions for sets of qq operators and, for J P = 0+ , 1+ , also
the DK and D∗ K meson-meson interpolators and determine for these cases values of the elastic
scattering amplitude. Constructing the full set of correlators requires propagators which connect
any pair of lattice sites. For one ensemble of gauge configurations (323 × 64, mπ ≈ 156 MeV) a
stochastic distillation variant is employed and for another ensemble (163 × 32, mπ ≈ 266 MeV)
we use the full distillation method. Both, D∗s0 (2317) and Ds1 (2460), are found as bound states
below threshold, whereas Ds1 (2536), and D∗s2 (2573) are identified as narrow resonances close to
the experimental masses.
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1. Motivation

2. Setup
For this study two independent ensembles of gauge configurations were used:
Ensemble (1) has N f = 2 dynamical light quarks (improved Wilson fermions), a pion mass of
266 MeV, lattice spacing of 0.1239 fm and lattice size 163 × 32.. It was produced in a reweighting study [13, 14]. For this ensemble we use the standard distillation method [15] with
a complete set of perambulators (one for each time slice set of 96 source vectors). The s and
c quarks were both treated as valence quarks only.
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Figure 1: Energy differences to the spin-averaged ground state mass. We compare results from experiments
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The DK and D∗ K scattering process is a technical challenge for Lattice Gauge Theory (LGT)
studies as it involves three quark species u/d, s and c (assuming u and d as degenerate in mass).
One has to consider the light quark mass and at the same time the relatively heavy charm quark.
On the other hand it provides an important test on the reliability of such lattice calculations near
a meson-meson threshold. The quantum channels J P = 0+ and 1+ are both s-wave combinations
of DK and D∗ K, respectively. In experiments [1] one finds states below threshold (D∗s0 (2317) and
Ds1 (2460)) as well as above (Ds1 (2536), and D∗s2 (2573) in 2+ ) (see left hand columns in Fig. 1).
This behaviour was not reproduced in quark model or in LGT calculations. In both approaches the
bound states moved above threshold becoming resonances [2 – 9]. These calculations were in the
“single hadron” approach, i.e., without considering the two-meson channels. As had been pointed
out already earlier [10] threshold effects may be critical.
Here we report on a study of the coupled D∗s , DK and D∗ K systems in the quantum sectors
JP = 0+ , 1+ and 2+ . Details can be found in [11, 12].
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Ensemble (2) with N f = 2+1 dynamical quarks has been generated by the PACS-CS collaboration
[16]. Sea and valence quarks are non-perturbatively improved Wilson fermions. It has lattice
spacing 0.0907 fm, size 323 × 64 and a pion mass of 156 MeV. Here we used the stochastic
distillation method [17]. The light and strange quarks were dynamical, the charm quark is
treated as a valence quark.
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where p(s) is the momentum and s = E 2 the CMS energy squared.
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The Wick contractions for the (s̄ c) ↔ DK contributions involve partially disconnected graphs with
back-tracking quark lines. Both distillation methods proved to be efficient to compute these. The
quark mass parameter for the strange quark was obtained by tuning to the φ mass and the ηs mass.
For the K we use the relativistic dispersion relation and for D, D∗ the Fermilab method [18, 19]
was employed like in [20].
When studying meson-meson scattering in LGT all information is encoded in the discrete energy levels of the eigenstates of the cross-correlation matrix Ci j (t) = hOi (t)O†j (0)i between the
lattice interpolators Ci . The generalised eigenvalue problem allows the determination of the eigenstates |ni [21 – 24]. From the exponential decay of the eigenvalues one obtains the lowest energy
levels and from the eigenvectors one reconstructs the overlap factors Zin ≡ hOi |ni. The latter provide information on the relative importance of the used lattice operators for the eigenstate. For
details of the fit methods and fit ranges for the energy eigenvalues see [12].
For the 0+ channel we used four operators of the type (s̄ A c) where A denotes a suitable
combination of Dirac matrices and lattice derivatives in a representation of A+
1 ; there may be mixing
with 4+ but this is neglected. Furthermore, we used three operators of type DK with and without
relative momenta. Equivalently, for 1+ up to eight operators of the type (s̄ A c) and three D∗ K
interpolators were considered. For 2+ we used only two type (s̄ A c) operators (see App. A of [12]).
Partial wave unitarity implies that the relativistic, elastic scattering amplitude T (s) can be
written as
p
p
T −1 (s) = √ cot δ (s) − i √ ,
(2.1)
s
s
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This real function has no threshold singularity and the measured values can be found indeed above
and below threshold. For s-wave scattering an effective range approximation,
1 1 2
+ r0 p ,
a0 2

f (p) ≈

(2.3)

3. Results
In Fig. 3 we compare the energy levels obtained for four subsets of correlators. The order of
interpolators is listed in App. A of [12]. Set 3 includes interpolators of type D(0)K(0) whereas
set 1 has only interpolators of type cs̄. One finds a phenomenon already observed, e.g., in πN
−
scattering in J P = 12 [28]. When the two hadron interpolators are omitted the energy eigenstate
averages the two nearby states seen in the complete basis.
The operator content of the eigenstates is exhibited in the overlap factors Zin . These have
undefined normalisation. This however cancels in the ratios Zin / maxm Zim which give the relative
importance of the lattice operators to the eigenstate. Fig. 3 demonstrates the situation: Lattice operator 9 (D∗ (0)K(0)) is most important for eigenstate 3 whereas lattice operator 11 (D∗ (1)K(−1))
dominates eigenstate 4.
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Figure 3: (up) Comparison of the energy
levels obtained for four subsets of correlators for J P = 0+ (irrep A+
1 ).
Figure 4: (r.h.s.) Results for energy levels obtained for various interpolator subsets
(J p = 1+ , irrep T1+ ) and ratios of overlap
factors for one specific case.
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may be used to interpolate between the closest points near threshold. The imaginary contribution to
T −1 becomes real below threshold. Thus T −1 develops a zero where f (i|pB |) + |pB | = 0. That zero
below threshold corresponds to a bound state pole of T in the upper Riemann sheet, as expected
for a molecular bound state.
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a0 [fm]

r0 [fm]

irrep A+
1
ens. (1) set 4
ens. (2)
Exp. D∗s0 (2317)

mK + mD − mB [MeV]

mB − 14 (mDs + 3mD∗s ) [MeV]

-0.756(25)
-1.33(20)

-0.056(31)
0.27(17)

78.9(5.4)(0.8)
36.6(16.6)(0.5)
45.1

287(5)(3)
266(17)(4)
241.5

irrep T1+
ens. (1)
ens. (2) set 7
ens. (2) set 8
Exp. Ds1 (2460)

-0.665(25)
-1.15(19)
-1.11(11)

-0.106(37)
0.13(22)
0.10(10)

93.2(4.7)(1.0)
43.2(13.8)(0.6)
44.2(9.9)(0.6)
44.7

404.6(4.5)(4.2)
408(13)(5.8)
407.0(8.8)(5.8)
383

Table 1: Scattering length and effective range computed from the linear interpolation near threshold, and
parameters for the position of the bound states. The second uncertainty given for values in MeV corresponds
to the uncertainty in the lattice scale a. The experimental value of mK + mD − mB is averaged over D+ K 0
and D0 K + (or D∗+ K 0 and D∗0 K + , respectively) thresholds. Where given, the set numbers refer to Figs. 2
and 3.

ensemble
ens. (1) set 4
ens. (2) set 7
ens. (2) set 8
Exp. Ds1 (2536)

mDs1 (2536) −mK −mD∗ [MeV]
-53(12)
56(11)
50(8)
31

mDs1 (2536) − 14 (mDs +3mD∗s ) [MeV]
444(12)
507(10)
501(8)
459

Table 2: Comparison of the mass of Ds1 (2536) with experiment.

Our main results are values for the bound state positions and for the scattering lengths. Table 1
summarises the bound state results for both ensembles.
The second lowest state in both ensembles is identified with Ds1 (2536). In ensemble (1)
with the heavier pion the state lies below mD∗ + mK , but in the ensemble (2) we find it above
this threshold. The mass is compared with experiment in Table 2. In the heavy quark limit [29]
Ds1 (2536) does not couple to D∗ K in s-wave. We find that the composition of the states with
regard to the qq operators is fairly independent of whether the D∗ K operators are included or not.
The level is not observed if only D∗ K interpolators are used.
Since the mass of the D∗s2 (2573) → DK (with a width of 17(4) MeV) is quite far away from the
first (in d-wave) relevant level D(1)K(−1) we did not include the DK or possible D∗ K ∗ interpolators. We find differences (E − 14 (mDs +3mD∗s )) of 473(10)(5) MeV (ensemble (1)) and 520(8)(7)
MeV (ensemble (2)), comparable to the experimental value 496 MeV.
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